In 1635 the poet Guillaume Colletet (1598 -1659) became a founding member of the Académie française. Yet only a dozen years before this he had been exiled as a result of the poems he signed in Le Parnasse des poetes satyriques (1622), the same collection that provoked the trial of Théophile de Viau in 1623 -25. Focusing on Colletet's contributions to the collections of lewd poetry known as the recueils satyriques, I argue that he uses obscenity as a sign of poetic superiority, transcending such concerns as propriety, and as the means by which he could attempt to bolster his reputation. The poetry provokes an imagined censor who will confirm this superiority, and the figure who rose to the bait was the Jesuit François Garasse, in his Doctrine curieuse des beaux esprits de ce temps, ou prétendus tels (1623). Colletet's crime was sociolinguistic, because in using taboo words (especially foutre) he revealed that the rules of linguistic propriety that were supposed to underpin the social hierarchy were at best arbitrary. Colletet's reaction to his exile reveals his ongoing concern with his reputation, his denials of obscenity being part of an attempt to gain the status that he had previously sought from the appearance of libertinage.
When Richelieu founded the Académie française in 1635, the twenty-third of the forty chairs was allocated to the poet Guillaume Colletet (1598 -1659). The main mission of the Académie was, of course, to purify the French language: 'La principale fonction de l'Académie sera de travailler avec tout le soin et toute la diligence possibles à donner des règles certaines à notre langue et à la rendre pure, éloquente et capable de traiter les arts et les sciences. ' 1 Linguistic purity and moral propriety were supposed to go hand in hand, hence another of the Académie's founding articles stipulates that the immortels must behave honourably: 'Si un des académiciens fait quelque action indigne d'un homme d'honneur, il sera interdit ou destitué selon l'importance de sa faute.' 2 Yet only a dozen years before these edifying statutes, Colletet had been banished from Paris for nine years as punishment for his contribution to the Parnasse des poetes satyriques (1622), a collection of lewd poetry now known as one of the subjects of probably the earliest trial for literary obscenity in the modern world, of which the poet Théophile de Viau and his arch-enemy, the outraged Jesuit François Garasse, were the principal protagonists. Ultimately, only Colletet and Théophile were punished for the Parnasse, which the former may even have compiled. 3 This article addresses the question of how Colletet went from banishment to immortel status within twelve years and what this fall and rise tell us about deeper social, political, and linguistic movements at this pivotal period in the history of French language and literature.
Colletet was a youthful contributor to the last three of the early seventeenthcentury collections of lewd verse known as the recueils satyriques, of which the Parnasse was the final volume to be published. 4 The handful of poems he signs in the Delices satyrique[s] (1620) and in the Parnasse have not been thoroughly studied either in their own right or in relation to the poet's exile and subsequent attempts to redeem himself. While Théophile's trial has rightly been the subject of numerous studies, Colletet's case is unique because, unlike Théophile, he lived to attempt to rebuild his reputation and career. It thereby provides a remarkable perspective on the well-known, state-sponsored sociopolitical movement to augment France's cultural standing by enhancing the status of literature and its authors. 5 I shall argue that Colletet initially adopted a politics of authorship that embraced obscenity not as an act of rebellion per se, but in an attempt to establish himself as a poet. This implies a different definition of obscenity from that given by Jean-Christophe Abramovici, for whom it is primarily a 'marque de réprobation '. 6 Abramovici is, of course, right if we see things from the censor's point of view, and Furetière illustrates the extent to which the recueils satyriques had become synonymous with this view of obscenity by the end of the seventeenth century: ' 7 Yet if obscenity is never an absolute state but is always defined in terms of its reception, then Colletet gambled that his contributions to the recueils satyriques would be received with acclaim. Such a gamble also suggests a different conclusion from the one proposed by Lynn Hunt, for whom, in the early modern period, 'pornography was most often a vehicle for using the shock of sex to criticize religious and political authorities'.
8 While this may well be true in many cases, I argue that Colletet's deployment of the 'shock of sex' was motivated less by ideology or libertinage than by a desire for literary and social advancement. Abramovici's and Hunt's views offer opposing ideas on how obscenity works, from the point of view of the censor and the pornographer respectively, yet it may be the case that the pleasure and danger of obscenity consist in the interaction of these outlooks. As Joseph Harris puts it:
Perhaps all obscenity [. . .] implies the same double perspective: the interplay of an official response of offence or moral outrage and a second, officially repudiated, perspective which actively welcomes and relishes the obscenity. If this is so, then the offensiveness of obscenity thus lies less in any inherent qualities than in the way it casts the individual reader, listener or spectator precisely as one of these abject beings that take such proscribed, aberrant pleasure in the obscene. For a relatively minor figure, now perhaps best known for his biographies of sixteenth-and early seventeenth-century authors, Colletet has attracted a good deal of attention, especially from literary historians seeking to establish his own biography.
10 Perhaps because of their focus on the facts of the case, these studies sometimes neglect the insights that the poet's biography and verse provide into contemporary sociopolitical developments. By concentrating primarily on Colletet aim not to add to the sum total of our knowledge of his life but to analyse what his career tells us about crucial shifts in French culture.
While most of the poems within the Parnasse are anonymous, Colletet, or maybe the printer, or both, made no attempt to hide his identity, as his name appears at the bottom of the first preliminary poem, an epigram I discuss below. Turning the page, the reader encounters a poem signed 'G. C. P.' ('Guillaume Colletet parisien'), which runs as follows: This epigram obviously and provocatively flaunts the word foutre, which multiplies exponentially as the poem reaches its climax. The verb occurs five times and 'chevauche' is used in its common figurative sense of 'to swive a woman', as Cotgrave translates this meaning of the term.
12 Moreover, it is always prominently positioned, at the end of the first and last lines and in the middle of lines four and five, when the very sound is drawn out, as '-ent' is counted as a syllable and pronounced as if to echo the multiplication of foutre that the poem discusses. The latter point leads Guillaume Peureux to characterize this epigram as an example of an 'imaginaire de la contamination', a parody of commonplace metaphors of obscenity as plague or poison. 13 The epigram also insists that foutre happens within the book, indeed between all its constituent parts.
14 Typically, pornography breaks down the boundary between representation and action. In this poem such a breakdown is present, but all the action purportedly happens in the poetry not in the reader's response, an imaginative illustration of obscenity as a speech act, a way of doing things with words.
The trick of concealing letters scarcely hides the poem's theme; if anything, it emphasizes the verb in question, which was unusual in print until the recueils . The edition cited, Paris, BnF, RES P-YE-1730 (1), gives neither place nor publisher, but these are included on an edition at Harvard University, Houghton Library, FC6 A100 622p, which also includes the subtitle, Dernier recueil des vers picquans et gaillards de nostre temps. Tirez des Oeuvres secrettes des Autheurs les plus signalez de nostre siecle. In all other respects the BnF and Harvard editions appear to be identical. Both copies belonged to Lachèvre and both are bound with La Quint-essence satyrique, ou seconde partie, du parnasse des poetes Satyriques de nostre temps (Paris: Anthoine de Sommaville, 1622), to which Colletet is also a named contributor. The BnF catalogue notes that the Parnasse and Quint-essence satyrique were probably printed in April 1623, but I agree with Van Damme (L'É preuve libertine, p. 53) that November 1622 seems more likely, especially given that the 'privilège' for Garasse's Doctrine curieuse is dated March 1623. See also Michèle Rosellini, 'Risques et bénéfices de la publication d'un "mauvais livre": la stratégie commerciale des libraires éditeurs du Parnasse des poetes satyriques (1622 -1625) ' Théophile's prosecutor, Mathieu Molé, who was heavily influenced by Garasse, also sought to use this practice against the poet: 'il y a [. . .] tant de mots sales, que les imprimeurs eux-mêmes en ont eu honte, n'y mettant que les premières lettres'. 17 Colletet, the Jesuit, and the prosecutor are in agreement about the power of obscene words to do things. Obscenity gains purchase only in so far as someone, often a censor, concedes its performative power, a point the poets grasped, as examples below illustrate.
Moreover, the transgression in the Parnasse is at least partly sociolinguistic: the poets have put into print words allegedly spoken only by ' belistres' (according to Cotgrave, a belistre is a 'beggar, vagabond, scowndrell, ragamuffian, poore knave, needie rogue'), thereby violating the social hierarchy in the Jesuit's eyes at least. Probably overriding any moral concerns, this point made such obscenity increasingly untenable in any literature that pretended to high status in the wake of Théophile's trial. Yet when the Parnasse was printed, the sociolinguistic standards to which Garasse refers were not unambiguously in place. The recueils satyriques implicitly endorse a different set of standards in which, far from conferring ignominy, obscenity could be seen as a sign of poetic superiority, not least given the precedent set by Roman verse. Even Garasse concedes that Terence, Catullus, and Martial insinuate 'impudicitez' by means of 'belles inventions'. 18 In this the Jesuit follows a decree of the Council of Trent published in 1563, which permitted obscene works by ancient authors, given their elegance of style, provided that they were not shown to children. 19 Naturally, for poets like Colletet, such a decree would appear to give licence to attempt to match the style of the ancients. This in turn helps account for Garasse's wish to distinguish the poets of his day from their illustrious forebears: dire cruement des impudicités horribles, et les coucher sottement sur le papier, il n'appartient qu'à Theophile, à Frenide [sic] et les autheurs du Parnasse, c'est-à-dire, à des garçons d'estable, qui n'ont ny honneur, ny esprit, ny civilité, autre que celle de leur naissance. 20 Garasse's diatribe betrays an anxiety that, despite their crimes of speech and writing that make them as bad as stable boys, the poets he attacked enjoyed good social standing through birth at least. Indeed, they had friends in high places, including Colletet, whose father, uncle, and godfather were all well-established lawyers in Paris, while he himself was an avocat au Parlement. 21 In other words, the Jesuit recognizes the risk that the status of the poets might trump his moral outrage and lead to the failure of his attempt to censor them. This in turn partly explains why Colletet must have thought he could get away with it.
By virtue of putting into print terms allegedly spoken only by 'belistres', the recueils satyriques cast an unusual perspective on the sociolinguistic theory of negative and positive politeness, which R. Anthony Lodge has applied to the history of early modern Parisian French. 22 While negative politeness is characterized by objective detachment and social acquiescence, positive politeness tends to be in-group and involve social defiance. Furthermore, 'whereas negative politeness avoids direct evocation of issues pertaining to the intimacy of the participants, positive politeness seeks to promote in-group solidarity by doing the reverse and by frequent recourse to expressions relating to bodily functions and to taboo words'. 23 Colletet's epigram seems an obvious example of positive politeness in written form, and indeed the recueils satyriques suggest a kind of 'in-group solidarity', which may well have inspired Garasse to present 'les autheurs du Parnasse' as belonging to a more tightly knit network of libertines than was in fact the case. However, the high social status of the poets the Jesuit attacks makes them atypical as far as positive politeness is concerned. Normally, the dominant social group tends to adopt negative politeness, while the dominated are characterized by the positive variety. 'Indeed', as Lodge observes, 'it is quite clear that since early modern times the urban elites have cultivated negative-politeness strategies in a most systematic way, vehemently rejecting the values implicit in positive politeness, which they attribute to the lower orders, in public at least.'
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Garasse is a key figure in the rejection of positive politeness, although he was hoisted by his own petard, as he was immediately subjected to quarrels with his contemporaries who found his own style to be too base. 25 At the time the Jesuit was writing, the adoption of 'negative-politeness strategies' by poets was clearly not a foregone conclusion. Indeed, Colletet's contributions to the recueils satyriques are motivated by a wish to present himself as belonging to a group of poets who 21 can flaunt obscene language precisely because they are above such concerns as propriety. In other words, the would-be elite poets adopted positive politeness with a view to presenting themselves as an elite group, in a reversal of the process Lodge describes. Bourdieu analyses this kind of phenomenon in a discussion of linguistic aisance, which, he argues, constitutes 'l'affirmation la plus visible de la liberté par rapport aux contraintes qui dominent les gens ordinaires'.
26 Such freedom consists in being above the rules, by virtue of using highly elaborate language and/or through transgression:
Celui qui, comme on dit, 'peut se permettre' de se situer au-delà des règles [.
27
Colletet and other contemporary contributors to the recueils satyriques therefore present themselves as 'taste makers' by virtue of transgressing the rules. One of the problems of the Parnasse is not so much that the poets wrote like the lower classes spoke, but that by adopting such vocabulary they revealed that the negative politeness that was to become so dominant was a facade. In this way the Parnasse not only exposed sexual (open) secrets, showing that decorum was a mere fig leaf, but it also revealed that the elites were not subject to rules of linguistic propriety, which are then shown to be arbitrary at best, thereby potentially undermining the social hierarchy such rules are supposed to underpin. In this way, at the beginning of both the Delices satyrique[s] and the Parnasse, Colletet predicts that they will give rise to complaints; it is as if he is deliberately courting censorship. The argument -that it is better to be the target of clever, satirical poets than to be praised by fools -is something of a commonplace. 30 Clearly, Colletet's epigram pre-empts the would-be censor, who would condemn himself 26 As with the epigram, there is an obvious contrast between the 'foibles esprits', who are the potential censors of the volume, and the 'beaux esprits', who are its authors. Similarly, while it would doubtless be naive to read it as autobiography, one of the poems attributed to Colletet in the second part of the Parnasse, the Quint-essence satyrique, tells of the poet's revenge on a man who nods at him only after the poet doffs his hat. The poem is a short morality tale in which the poet makes a claim not only to his own status but also to his power to condemn others to surrender theirs. 32 In other words, Colletet's epigram is an early move in an unabashed claim to power and status conferred by satirical and obscene (satirique and satyrique) poetry.
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The epigram also presents the Delices satyrique[s] and subsequently the Parnasse as sequels to the Cabinet satyrique (1618); the continuity with previous collections is plain and the letter to the reader at the start of the Parnasse labours this point, as if to confer the legitimacy of precedence on deliberately provocative poetry. Colletet did not choose the phrase 'des plus beaux esprits' at random: it occurs in the titles of the earliest collections of lewd verse of the seventeenth century, including La Muse folastre, recherchée des plus beaux esprits de ce temps (1600) and Les Muses gaillardes recüeillies des plus beaux esprits de ce temps (1609). This phrase was picked up and used ironically by Garasse, in the very title of his long invective La Doctrine curieuse des beaux esprits de ce temps, ou prétendus tels. Garasse rose to the poets' bait. Indeed, he singles out Colletet's epigram, which he quotes in full, putting 'plus beaux esprits' in capital letters before making a bad pun: 'Je demande [. . .] si ce brave Seigneur n'est pas un genereux et hardy champion pour colleter la barbarie de ce siècle, suivant l'etimologie de son nom'. 34 To fulfil their ambition of being 'beaux esprits', the poets need to be rejected by some 'esprits vulgaires', which is why Frenicle even complains, presumably tongue in cheek, of the difficulty they have in finding a censor prepared to read their work. The poem plays on the ambiguity of 'la Satyre', which is both satire in the sense of correction of vices ('le blasme du vice') and lewdness ('impiété'). The epigram implies that the former gives licence for the latter. Satire needs a target to correct and obscenity requires a censor to come into existence. The censor is himself the target here, given the insinuation that he takes a perverse pleasure in the materials he would condemn (ll. 3 -6), illustrating Joseph Harris's view of obscenity, cited above. Colletet and Frenicle create and tease an imagined censor from the very beginning, thereby wishing into being the very standards they seek to subvert, in order to be accused of subverting them, for paradoxically this would confer on them the status they sought.
According to Lachèvre, such censorship came quickly: he maintains that the printer Anthoine Estoc pulled the Delices satyrique[s] from sale. 37 The evidence for Lachèvre's claim, however, is not strong. He argues that Estoc withdrew the volume given the whiff of sulphur surrounding Théophile, who had been banished from France in May 1619. Yet the Delices satyrique[s] do not include any poem signed by Théophile, hence Lachèvre presumes an unlikely amount of detective work on the part of Estoc and perhaps others to attribute its poems by cross-referencing other collections. Moreover, although the report of Théophile's exile in the Mercure françois of 1619 appears to provide evidence of the dangers of lewd verse, it is more likely that the poet was banished as a result of being suspected of writing pamphlets against Louis XIII's favourite, the Duc de Luynes. 38 Even so, the report in the Mercure françois is worth citing as an example of the change in the portrayal of the kind of obscene poetry to which Colletet put his name and which had been uncontroversial until then, judging by the fact that the Cabinet satyrique (1618) was granted a 'privilège du roi' and that none of the earlier collections was censored:
36 'Epigramme', in Le Parnasse, p. 2. Théophile's opening sonnet is on pp. 1 -2. 37 Lachèvre, Les Recueils collectifs de poésies libres et satiriques, pp. 54 -58. 38 Le Poëte Theophile chassé hors de France, pour ses escrits athees et sales.
Au mois de May de ceste année, sur ce que l'on fit entendre au Roy que le Poëte Theophile avoit faict des vers indignes d'un Chrestien, tant en croyance qu'en saletez, il envoya à Paris commander au Seigneur qui le tenoit à sa suitte, qu'il eust à luy donner congé, ce qu'il fit: et aussi tost sorty, le Chevalier du guet luy enjoignit de la part de sa Majesté de vuider dans vingt-quatre heures la France, sur peine de la vie; ce qu'il fit en diligence car le commandement estoit tres-exprez. C'est chose deplorable de voir ces beaux esprits pervertir les sciences qu'ils ont apprises avec tant de labeur, en des actions detestables, au lieu de les employer en l'honneur de Dieu qui les a creez, et au bien et utilité du public, et de leur patrie.
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The report provides further evidence of the high social status enjoyed by the poets Garasse opposed (Théophile was in the service of the Comte de Candale at this time) and recognition of their 'beaux esprits'. Moreover, what we would now call obscenity is viewed primarily in Christian terms and only secondarily in terms of more secular standards of decency. Indeed, Théophile's subsequent trial is dominated by theological questions. Immediately before reporting on Théophile, the Mercure françois gives an account of Vanini's execution in Toulouse in 1619 for atheism, as if to illustrate the dangers of the latter charge, which clearly outweigh those of lewdness ('saletez') alone. 40 Nevertheless, Théophile had apparently returned to Paris in February 1620, presumably because of the powerful protection he enjoyed. Lachèvre's claim that the latter collection was produced as part of a conspiracy against Théophile is implausible; it is far more likely that it was produced as a commercial venture. 43 In fact only one poem out of 416 in the Parnasse/Quint-essence satyrique is signed by Théophile, the opening sonnet about sodomy and syphilis, compared with seven poems signed by Colletet Mais plus que tout, Oger, je trouve doux Le mouvement de ceste belle Alcine, Lors qu'il advient qu'en secret je la . . . us. 44 Obviously, this sonnet, a parody of Petrarch and blasons, depends upon the pointe, which characteristically exposes an open secret about such love poetry, which all comes down to foutre. In his Desespoirs amoureux (1622), Colletet bowdlerizes the final tercet as follows:
Mais plus que tout, Amy, je trouve doux Cet entretien de nostre belle Alcine, Lors qu'elle veut deviser avec nous. 45 Colletet's cleaned-up version of the 1620 original obviously consists in a change both of vocabulary and of perspective, from first person singular to plural. The use of the lyric 'je' in the recueils satyriques was to have particular consequences in Théophile's trial, and Colletet's self-censorship suggests that he has already sensed the danger. 46 A similar variant occurs in another epigram by Colletet, where 'tu la veux desbaucher' 47 becomes 'je la veux chevaucher'. 48 'Oger', in the 1620 version of the sonnet, is doubtless François Ogier (1597(?) -1670), a schoolfriend of Colletet's, who was to pen the Jugement et censure du livre de la Doctrine curieuse de François Garasse (1623). His name also disappears in the version of the sonnet in the Parnasse, perhaps because he sought to be more discreet than his friend. 49 Ogier's circumspection would be understandable given the scandal caused by the Parnasse. To summarize the events: according to Lachèvre, when Théophile first came across the volume, on 13 April 1623, he ripped it up and saw to it that two printers, Estoc and Sommaville, were fined while he was authorized to destroy all copies of the compromising collection. He also sought to ban Garasse's Doctrine curieuse before its publication. 50 In other words, there was a power struggle, and who was to be the censor and who the agent of subversion was an open question. After the Parlement de Paris issued an arrest warrant for Théophile, Berthelot, Colletet, and Frenicle on 11 July, Henri II, Duc de Montmorency (1595 -1632), Théophile's new protector, wrote to the prosecutor on 15 August in support of the poet. 51 Nevertheless, on 18 -19 August the Parlement issued a longer arrêt, condemning Théophile and Berthelot to be burnt to death and sentencing Colletet to nine years' exile, for the crime of 'leze Majesté divine', for 'Le Parnasse Satyricque, contentant les blasphemes, sacrileges, impietez, et abhominations [. . .] contre l'honneur de Dieu, son Eglise, et honnesteté publicque'. 52 Once again, the charge of indecency is secondary to that of blasphemy. DeJean argues that religious issues were a pretext for the prosecution to pursue sexual crimes, but I would argue instead that the evidence points to blasphemy and crimes against decency ('honnesteté publicque') being virtually inseparable as far as the censors were concerned. 53 Théophile's printers, Estoc, Sommaville, Billaine, and Quesnel, were also to be imprisoned and interrogated, while all copies of the book were to be burnt. However, Frenicle was subject only to further investigations by the prosecutor, so he was essentially left unpunished, presumably because of powerful protection, and the rather mysterious figure Pierre Berthelot probably died in 1620.
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These procedures and Théophile's subsequent trial set new standards for authorship and what we now call obscenity. The publication of original recueils satyriques came to an end, albeit that the attempt to ban the Parnasse was predictably unsuccessful, given that editions appeared in 1623 and 1625, in addition to one falsely dated 1620, and that other collections, including the Cabinet satyrique, were printed periodically throughout the seventeenth century. 55 Having taken up his exile a few miles from Paris in Saint-Denis, Colletet gives his reaction in a letter dated 15 February 1624, in which he apologizes to his dedicatee if his new poem is not 'doctement elabouré': accusez-en je vous supplie la disgrace qui m'est inopinément survenuë, laquelle a tellement abbaissé le vol de mes conceptions [. . .]. Une âme plus forte et plus philosophique n'en pouvant pas éviter l'atteinte, l'eut supportée avec un extrême desplaisir, et je croy que sa constance en eust esté merveilleusement esbranlée: A plus forte raison la mienne que l'on a tousjours recogneuë si tendre et si sensible, principalement aux pointes qui touchent la réputation. 56 Colletet is now predictably much less nonchalant about the reprimands of 'esprits vulgaires', which he had encouraged not so long before. Above all, the letter reveals Colletet's concern with his reputation, which he had previously sought to establish through obscenity. His preoccupation has not changed. His wish to be seen to embrace a new, emerging, and dominant set of sociolinguistic standards is plain and shows that he is the very opposite of a subversive or libertine poet; at most he is an accidentally subversive one.
Colletet or one of his supporters recognized this shift of forces in another text from 1624, which is worth quoting at length, given its marked contrast to the poetry attributed to him before his exile: L'opinion de beaucoup de personnes est que quelques libraires désireux de gaigner, voyant que les vers satyriques estoient ceux qui se vendoient le mieux, compilèrent eux-mêmes les plus vilains, mettans les uns sous le nom de Théophile, les autres de Berthelot, ou de Colletet et selon qu'ils les voyoient avoir de la vogue. Pour le sieur Colletet je sçay bien qu'on luy a joüé cette trousse. Aussi m'estonnay-je fort si sa plume a laissé coulé les saletez qu'on dit qu'il a escrites, veu qu'il est connu de tout plein d'honnestes gens qui tiennent à faveur l'honneur de sa fréquentation. Et véritablement je puis dire sans flatterie que je l'ay veu mille fois à l'Eglise faire les actions d'un vray Chrestien, et quoy que je l'aye fréquenté en des lieux où il pouvoit librement parler: si est-ce que je ne luy ay jamais ouy dire une parole lascive, ou de laquelle on peut tirer scandale. Protestant qu'il n'y a rien qui me pousse d'escrire cecy que la vérité mesme qui me force de rendre tesmoignage de la piété et de la modestie que j'ay toujours reconnüe en luy, comme je l'ay assez de fois certifié à quantité de personnes d'honneur. 57 The poet or his supporter protests too much and thereby reveals what is doubtless the true story, namely that Colletet took an active role in the recueils satyriques when they were fashionable and sold well, but cravenly changed his tune in an attempt to regain status. In a mirror image of the exposure of secrets in the 'vers satyriques', the letter pretends to give a window on to the private life of Colletet, but he now turns out to be a model of Christian virtue, even when not in church. Obscenity is not just an issue of the 'saletez' signed by Colletet and others but is a potential speech crime, particularly dangerous when associated with blasphemy. Colletet's wish to present himself as a 'vray Chrestien' is understandable. His apologies must have worked, for by 1625 he had rejoined Frenicle, Ogier, and others, now in a group called the 'illustres bergers' -Catholic poets who would meet by the banks of the Seine to pen pastoral verses inspired by the new trend towards galanterie. 59 The move to the dominance of negative politeness, as identified by Lodge, was well under way.
Yet this move was not complete when Colletet published his Divertissemens (1631), albeit that the letter to the reader maintains the denial of obscenity:
Je n'estime pas un homme plus habile, pour voir son nom en la bouche de tout le monde, jusques aux Chantres de la Samaritaine. Ce qu'ils appellent gloire, je l'appelle infamie. [. . .] Je suis bien d'une humeur contraire à la leur, ils affichent leurs actions par tous les carrefours, et l'air des places publiques ne retentit que du bruit de leur desbauche. Pour moy si j'estois entaché de tous ces deffauts, au lieu d'en faire trophée je les voudrois cacher comme des parties du corps que la bien-seance nous oblige de couvrir. Le public y a de l'interest, les Muses en sont scandalisées, et les honnestes gens offencez. Et c'est de là principalement, d'où provient que ceux qui estoient autresfois les plus estimez, sont en ce temps les moins considerables [. . .] vous n'avez pas si tost dit que c'est un Poëte, qu'il semble que ce soit une conclusion certaine et infaillible que c'est un desbauché, et un Esprit libertin. HUGH ROBERTS 'incitation à la censure', an open invitation to censorship, for only this would confirm the power that the poets craved, a power over 'esprits vulgaires'. Their obscenity was indeed powerful as it reached places other poetry could not reach, but those places turned out to be too uncomfortable for these poets and other writers of the time to bear, which is why their muse would no longer be so stirred by the unsettling power of the obscene.
OBSCENITY AND THE POLITICS OF AUTHORSHIP
